
 

 

 

 

 

Transportation Giant Keolis  

Prefers Karsan Again! 

 

Atak Electric from Karsan to Belgium! 
 

The commercial vehicle manufacturer Karsan, which is the eco-friendly choice 
of Europe with its fully electric vehicles, delivered its first Atak Electric buses 
to Belgium. Two Atak Electric buses have been delivered to the transportation 
giant Keolis in the city of Ghent, and put into use for the transportation of the 
Zuiderpoort business center employees, a large office complex in the city. 
Atak Electric buses, which have started to be used instead of diesel buses in 
line with Zuiderpoort’s environmental considerations, serve intensely on 
weekdays for the transportation of the company employees to Ghent-Saint 
Pierre station. 

 

Karsan, offering mobility solutions to transportation needs of the era in its 
factory located in Turkey, continue to contribute to the transportation network 
of the developed European countries with its electric vehicles. In this context, 
two Atak Electric buses were delivered to Keolis, which is located in Ghent, 
Belgium and offers urban transportation solutions. With the last year’s delivery 
in December, Keolis started to provide public transportation service for the 
employees of the Zuiderpoort office complex, located in an area of 63 thousand 
square meters. This delivery made by the French dealer of Karsan, HCI, is 
important for Atak Electric to be used for the first time in Belgium. 
 

Eco-friendly and comfortable transportation 

 

Zuiderpoort, crowning its environmental awareness with a green building label, 
has taken an important step to reduce its ecological footprint in transportation 
by replacing the service it previously received with diesel buses with Karsan 
Atak Electric. Eight-meter Atak Electric buses used for the transportation of 
Zuiderpoort employees to Ghent – Saint Pierre station facilitates the 
transportation of the company’s employees with limited mobility while 
protecting the environment with its silent operation with zero emission, 52-
seat capacity and UFR platform. Atak Electric buses,  
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

which will serve every 15 minutes for busy hours during the week and every 30 
minutes during normal hours, has been preferred due to zero emission, less 
noise pollution and its positive impacts on the environment as well as less 
traffic. 
 

The motor at the heart of Karsan Atak Electric generates 230 kW engine power 
and 2500 Nm torque, providing users with a high performance driving 
experience. Running on a total 220 kWh battery capacity with five 44-kWh 
batteries developed by BMW, the 8-meter Atak Electric boasts a unique 300 km 
range to outpace its rivals. The vehicle’s batteries can be charged in 5 hours 
with AC charging, and in 3 hours with DC charging units. 
 

 
About Karsan: 
 

Celebrating its 55th anniversary this year in the Turkish automotive industry, Karsan has been 
manufacturing at its modern facilities its own vehicles, as well as parts for the world’s prominent brands 
in the commercial vehicles sector. The company has been engaged in commercial vehicle production 
since 1981, and its factory in Hasanağa in Bursa has the capacity to manufacture up to 19,870 vehicles 
a year on a single shift. The Hasanağa factory is a flexible installation that can manufacture all kinds of 
vehicles in the same facilities from passenger cars and heavy trucks to minivans and buses. It is located 
30 km from the Bursa city center and has been established on an area of 200,000 sqm, 90,000 sqm of 
which is closed space. 
 

Karsan has been the only independent multi-brand light commercial vehicles manufacturer in Turkey 
for more than 50 years and the next phase for the company, powered and enabled by its business 
partners and licensers, is to develop bespoke versions of new and existing vehicles in order to extend 
its presence to all segments of cargo and passenger transportation. Working to “develop innovative 
products and services from the idea to the market” and to cater to every market segment, Karsan 
primarily aims to strengthen its Main Manufacturer/OEM business line. Karsan manages its whole 
automotive value chain from R&D and manufacturing to marketing, sales, and after-sales activities.  
 

Currently, the company manufactures the new H350 light commercial vehicles for Hyundai Motor 
Company (HMC), 10-12-18 m buses for Menarinibus, and its own Jest, Atak, and Star models. It also 
produces fully electric vehicles, its much-celebrated Jest Electric and Atak Electric line, in partnership 
with the world giant BMW. Besides vehicle manufacturing, Karsan also provides a range of industrial 
services in its Organized Industrial Zone factory. 

 

 

 

 

 


